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Abstract  Road traffic signs provide important
information for guiding, warning, or regulating the
behaviors of driver in order to make driving safer and
easier. Automatic recognition of traffic signs is important
for an automated intelligent driving vehicle or for driver
assistance systems. We have designed such a robust and a
fault tolerant system so that it can be a part of the so called
“Driver Support Systems”. This paper presents a study to
recognize traffic sign patterns using Hough transform and
slope detection method. Images are pre-processed with
several image processing techniques, such as, boundary
trace, edge detection, erosion etc. And then using slope
detection technique, which is different and new approach
than color based and shape based technique, respective
traffic sign is detected. Which in turns give commands to
wireless robot to move according to the detected traffic sign.
(Here we are specifically considering traffic sign boards of
arrow).

Keywords – Erosion, Haugh Transform, Region of Interest
(ROI), Slope Detection, Traffic Sign Recognition System
(TSRS).

I. INTRODUCTION

Traffic Sign Recognition System (TSRS) have great
potential to save time, to save money, to save lives, and
to improve our environment. TSRS’s potential to be a
future commercial success. These systems are also
closely linked to other major emerging technologies; the
internet, mobile data services, smart sensors, artificial
intelligence, position technologies. Road and traffic sign
recognition is one of the important fields in the TSRS. This
is due to the importance of the road signs and traffic
signals in daily life. They define a visual language that can
be interpreted by the drivers. They represent the current
traffic situation on the road, show the danger and
difficulties around the drivers, give warnings to them, and
help them with their navigation by providing useful
information that makes the driving safe and convenient.
Traffic Sign Recognition Systems usually have been
developed into two specific phases. The first phase is
normally related to the detection of traffic signs in a
video sequence or an image using image processing.
The second one is related to recognition of those
d e t e c t ed signs, which deals with t h e interest of
performance of the system. The detection algorithms are
normally based on shape or color segmentation. The
segmented potential regions are extracted as input in
recognition stage. The efficiency and speed of the
detection play important roles in the system. To
recognize traffic signs, various methods for automatic
traffic sign identification have been developed and shown
promising results. Highly efficient algorithm and
powerful performance hardware are required in the system.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

In the past two decades, much work has been done in
robotics, image processing and speech recognition. [1]
Auranchuk Laursakal & Jackrit Suthakorn worked on
‘Traffic sign recognition using neural networks: toward
intelligent vehicle assistance system’. Korean electronics
technology institute worked on lane detection
implementation in driver assistance system. [2] Miguel
sainsz and Alberto sanfialu worked on traffic sign
detection and road boundary detection. [3] Jin-
HyungPark, and Chang-sung Jeong of the Korea
University worked on an algorithm for real time signal
light detection for intelligent transport system and
unmanned ground vehicle.[4] Xiaohong Cong, HuiNing,
Zhibin Miao of harbineng university worked on an
intelligent approach for obstacle detection for self-
navigation which controls the wheels speed of the robot
based on the distance from the obstacles as per the
geometry of the environment the optimal speed for the
wheels were also calculated. Traffic signs carry a lot of
information about the traffic and environment etc which
provides great assistance in driving. Hence, traffic sign
identification is also very important for intelligent
transport system or unmanned ground vehicle [5] Raoul de
Charetteand Fawzi Nashashibi proposed a generic real
time traffic light recognition algorithm to detect both
supported and suspended traffic lights which works in
both rural and urban environments.

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM

Fig.1. Block Diagram

Block diagram comprises of 3 main sections-
1. Image capturing section
2. Image processing section
3. Decoding section
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1. Image capturing section:-
It consists of wireless camera module and a wireless

transmitter. Wireless transmitter is used for sending the
received image from camera to laptop or PC.

Wireless camera will be able to capture either images
continuously or video. At normal open site area it will
capture images which exist up to range of 400ft.Camera
requires a DC 5V supply. It works on the frequency of
2.4GHz to 5.8GHz. Earlier it operated on900 MHz to
1.2GHz frequency. It has an inbuilt feature of video
display angle adjustment on 0, 90,180,270 degrees. The
transmitter module will transmit image in bit form via RF
tuner or Zigbee to wireless receiver module which is
present at decoding section.
2. Image processing section:-

It consists of wireless receiver, PC or laptop and another
wireless transmitter module. Captured image is received
by receiver and send to laptop via serial communication
USB port. The received image will be compared with
predefined image. The region of interest (ROI) will be
extracted from the received image. Image processing is
quite a vast field to deal with. We can identify colors,
intensity, edges, texture or pattern in an image. As
mentioned before we are using MATLAB software for
image processing and coding.

MATLAB stands for MATRIX laboratory. Hence, as
the name suggests, here you play around with matrices.
Hence, an image (or any other data like sound, etc.) can be
converted to a matrix and then various operations can be
performed on it to get the desired results and values.
3. Decoding section:

Fig.2. Decoding section

It consists of 89c51 microcontroller, another wireless
receiver, motor driver IC and stepper/DC motor. Wireless
receiver will receive data and send it to controller
accordingly it will give commands to motor. Here stepper
motor is used for position control. Stepper motor is one of
the commonly used motors for precise angular movement.
The advantage of using a stepper motor is that the angular
position of the motor shaft can be controlled without any
feedback mechanism. Stepper motors are widely used in
industrial and commercial applications. They are also
commonly used as in drive systems of autonomous robots.

IV. HAUGH TRANSFORM

The HT is a feature extraction technique used in digital
image processing. The classical transform identifies lines

in the image, but it has been extended to identifying
positions of arbitrary shapes.

To extract features from digital images, it is useful to be
able to find simple shapes - straight lines, circles, ellipses
and the like - in images. In order to achieve this goal, one
must be able to detect a group of pixels that are on a
straight line or a smooth curve. That is what a HT is
supposed to do. When the aim of the analysis is to detect
straight lines in an image, the parameter of interest
completely defines the straight lines. In the image space,
the straight line can be described as y = mx + b and is
plotted for each pair of values (x, y). However, the
characteristics of that straight line is not x or y, but its
slope m and intercept b. Based on that fact, the straight
line y = mx + b can be represented as a point (b,m) in the
parameter space.

Using slope-intercept parameters could make
application complicated since both parameters are
unbounded: as lines get more and more vertical, the
magnitudes of m and b grow towards infinity. For
computational purposes, however, it is better to
parameterize the lines in the HT with two other
parameters, commonly called rho, i.e. the smallest distance
between the line and the origin, and theta, i.e. the angle of
the locus vector from the origin to this closest point. The
haugh function implements the Standard Hough
Transform (SHT). The SHT uses the parametric
representation of a line:

rho = x*cos(theta) + y*sin(theta)

Fig.3. Representation of theta and rho

The variable rho is the distance from the origin to the
line along a vector perpendicular to the line. theta is the
angle of the perpendicular projection from the origin to the
line measured in degrees clockwise from the positive x-
axis. The range of theta is -90 to +90. The angle of the line
itself is (theta+90), also measured clockwise with respect
to the positive x-axis. The SHT is a parameter space
matrix whose rows and columns correspond to rho and
theta values respectively. The elements in the SHT
represent accumulator cells. Initially, the value in each cell
is zero. Then, for every non-background point in the
image, rho is calculated for every theta. Rho is rounded
off to the nearest allowed row in SHT. That accumulator
cell is incremented. At the end of this procedure, a value
of Q in SHT(r,c) means that Q points in the xy-plane lie on
the line specified by theta(c) and rho(r). Peak values in the
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SHT represent potential lines in the input image. The
Hough transform matrix, H, is nrho-by-ntheta.

V. SOFTWARE FLOW

Fig.4. Software algorithm for MATLAB programming

VI. RESULTS

Following are the real time images of experiment which
is actually conducted by us.

Fig.5. Original image captured by camera

Fig.6. Black and white image

Fig.7. Window created in MATLAB

Fig.8. Extraction of arrow before erosion
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Fig.9. Extracted arrow after erosion

Fig.10. Boundary trace

Fig.11. Finding longest line using Haugh Transform

VI. MATLAB COMMANDS USED FOR IMAGE

PROCESSING

In method of capturing image from camera we have
used a resolution of 640*480. So it will capture image of
fixed resolution.
1. Capturing image.
2. We obtain black and white image of original image. The
threshold is considered as defined so arrow is white with
logic1 and background with logic0.

a=im2bw(I);
3. Creating an window of size 200x200 in order to overlap
on original image on window to extract the arrow.

[row col]=size(a);
window=[zeros(row/2,100,col);zeros(200,col/4),ones(200,
col/2),zeros(200,col/4);zeros(row/2-100,col)];
4. The window is overlapped onto the original image.

b=a.*window;
5. Erosion to get actual arrow

Se=strel ('disk',5);
b=imerode (b,se);

Here, erosion is performed by a disk shape of radius 5.
6. Boundary trace to detect weather we got original arrow
or not.

boundary = bwtraceboundary(b,[row, col],'N');
7. Using Haugh transform we plot lines on detected arrow
and find the longest line amongst them and colour it red.

[H,theta,rho] = hough(a);
P=houghpeaks(H,5,'threshold',ceil(0.3*max(H(:))));

Lines=
houghlines(bw2,theta,rho,P,'FillGap',5,'MinLength',7);
8. Slope of the longest line is calculated by using

slope=atand((y2-y1)/(x2-x1));
9. Finally this slope is compared with ranges specified.
Here we have defined ranges for right direction arrow
slope should be between (+45 to +90) and for left direction
arrow (-45 to -90 )

VII. MERITS

1. System helps the drivers and persons with disabilities
like blindness.

2. Along with navigation and obstacle detection system,
a complete autonomous unmanned vehicle can be build.

3. It acts as support system for GPS and proves to be a
better than a LINE FOLLOWER ROBOTS.

4. Artificial neural network is not required to train the
robot. So this system is fast as compared to other methods
of traffic sign recognition.

VIII. APPLICATIONS

1. By using the automatic road sign recognition system,
we provide support for the creation of road spatial
information databases for road signage that provide
accurate direction information. This information is used by
a variety of sectors, from automobile manufacturers, car
navigation system manufacturers, security industry, and
delivery industry, to administrative agencies.
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2. Currently renowned vehicle companies like BMW,
AUDI, and VOLKSVAGEN etc are implementing traffic
sign recognition system as a part of autonomous vehicle.

3. In industrial automation road traffic signs can be
replaced by route arrows to guide robots which are used to
deliver manufactured parts to respective sections for
further processing where full automation is used.
For ex. Car manufacturing industries

IX. CONCLUSION

We have proposed algorithms for detecting and
recognizing traffic signs consisting arrows.  The
individual components were tested successfully on
experimental Databases. Preliminary experiments on an
integrated system give promising results and pose
interesting challenges for further exploration.
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